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Summer greetings to you all!  

 

The year rolls by, the sun is out (occasionally) and we find ourselves at 

the end of another year. As many of you will know, it has been a busy 

year for us at Soulroots, but another great one filled with good 

memories, and a few more yet to make!  

 

This year has seen the launch of several new events: 

Friday Night Youth started back in September, an open youth group 

for 14-18s, and The Bridge – doing the same thing but for 10-13s, 

began in March. We’ve also been able to open our after school drop in 

3 days a week, and started Cornerstone, a worship event organised 

and led by Soulroots and our young people.  

 

We’ve also had a fantastic year in our more established groups. In 

Fresh (Sunday nights, Y6-8) we’ve been looking at a wealth of topics, 

from the life of Jesus to the lesser known characters of the bible, as 

well as stories from our leaders about their walks with God.  

 

At Fishdotcom (Sunday nights, Y9-13) we’ve had a variety of sessions 

throughout the year. At the beginning of the year we looked at some 

of the key things we are faced with in the world, such as stress, 

money, honesty & relationships. We also had a series on 

understanding Christianity – what does it mean to pray and worship? 

How do we understand what it means to really follow Christ?  

 

 At our bible study group, Roots (Thursdays, Y10-13), we started the 

year looking at the book of James and what it teaches us about faith. 

We’ve also looked at some of the deeper issues that we face as 

Christians – understanding suffering, getting your head around ‘the 

Trinity’ and asking why there are so many different denominations, 

among many others!  
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Jam (Y7-13 @ King Ecgbert, Friday Lunchtimes) has been really 

encouraging this year, as we’ve started to see a lot of our young 

people step up and lead the discussion groups themselves. We often 

cover anything that’s currently topical or in the news, which usually 

bring up themes like forgiveness and what is right or wrong. 

 

This year has also seen us begin outreach projects such as our 

Thursday Night Football sessions, and we’ll be starting our detached 

work over the summer holidays.  

 

We’re not quite at the end of the year yet though, and there is plenty 

more coming up. The Soulroots end of year party will be held on July 

13
th

, we’re having a big bring and share meal for everyone involved in 

Soulroots. Following that, we have Cornerstone at the earlier time of 

6:15. If you haven’t been to one yet, I strongly urge you to come 

along! If that wasn’t enough for one day, we’ll also have the World 

Cup final on a big screen straight after!  

 

And to cap our year, we’re taking a group of young people to Soul 

Survivor at the end of July, which we’re all very excited about.  

 

It’s also the end of an era at Soulroots, as the end of this year will also 

see us bid an extremely fond farewell to El Lomas, who has worked 

with us for the last 3 years. El is getting married in the summer and will 

be moving to Nottingham. I’m sure you’ll join us in offering a huge 

thank you and wishing her the very best for the future!  

 

As ever, if you have any comments or questions, please do not 

hesitate to get in touch, and once again a huge thank you for all your 

support. 

 

In His Name, 

 

Andy Stuart, Mark Broadhead & El Lomas 

info@soulroots.org.uk 

0114 262 0626 

www.soulroots.org.uk 


